
Final Minutes of the meetings held on 5th -6th January, 2017 on Interest Rate Options  

( 12th Jan 2017) 

 5th January, 2017 attended by 25 institutions (banks, PDs, NSE, BSE, MCX and CCIL)   

total no of participants 48 

 6th January, 2017 attended by 7 Institutions MFs, Corporates and Insurance Companies 

total no. of participants 12 

Types of IRO immediately possible as OTC / on exchange: GOI securities, FIMMDA Nodal Point 

bonds which are most liquid segment in debt market may be used as a reference for interest 

rate options for maturities over 1 year for the tenors 2,5 & 10 year bonds. The products can be 

similar to Interest Rate Futures on exchanges however as the benchmarks / nodal points keep 

changing, the running bond for a specific benchmark may be considered for settlement at the 

time of maturity. 

Settlement: OTC trades may be cash settled initially. As the market develops with a better hold 
of the curves and reference bonds, we may shift to deliverable options as well. 

TBILLS, OIS: A market maker may not be able to short a TBILL so the two way quotations might 

be difficult. OIS caps & floors are possible.  

- Types of IRO possible later: CD, CP, MIFOR (MIFOR could  be used as an underlying for 
IROs -it could be calculated from traded Fx forwards + the corresponding LIBOR.) This 
would give another hedging tool to corporates with Fx exposure. However, since 
corporates aren’t permitted to participate in the MIFOR market, there may be a need to 
either give a special dispensation for IROs to corporates or to examine permitting 
corporates in the MIFOR market) 

 

Centralised settlement: CCIL is under process of building the facility to report the OTC Interest Rate 

Option trades to CCIL Trade Repository. CCIL clarified that in the existing circumstances centralised 

settlement is not feasible  

Clarification required form Reserve Bank: 

1. Section 5 states users shall not be permitted to run net short position in Interest Rate        

Options. The market needs clarity on “Net Short Positions”. Further banks may be able monitor 

net short positions only for dealt with them and not across other banks / exchanges. 

2. For users whether the FPIs can enter into IROs to hedge interest rate risk on their existing INR 

assets / potential investments (assumingthey have limits) 

3. Permissions required: IRDA - specific permission required for undertaking options  

  SEBI permission to Mutual funds for undertaking transactions which         

are not exactly matching the duration/ interest rate options. 



 For corporates whether underlying exposure can be the balance sheet 

exposure rather than explicit underlying. 

4. Suggestions from the Mutual Funds: They would prefer options on a generic curve like the 
FIMMDA par yield for 2, 5 & 10 Year rather than specific bonds. 

5. Suggestions from the Banking Participants: Swaptions have been dropped in the 

notifications but the market desires that it may be reconsidered as swaptions are helpful to a 

user in deciding whether it is economically beneficial to enter into a rate hedge at the expiry of 

the option whereas, a cap / floor structure is a committed structure on a trade date. Hence, 

swaptions provide greater flexibility to the user in managing their exposure. 

6. FBIL rates / prices: Presently, FBIL publishes overnight and TERM MIBOR as well as FX 

Options Volatility matrix. FIMMDA publishes daily valuations for G-secs, SDLs, and fortnightly 

matrix for corporate bonds. The methodologies for providing daily valuations for TBILLs and 

SDLs are discussed with market participants. FIMMDA board will shortly recommend them to 

RBI for their approval. 

7. All other conditions like cash margin, variable margin, collaterals, valuations, etc. will be 
worked out by a core team specially formed for this purpose.  

Matrix: IRO cap/Floor Matrix is required to be published on a daily basis by FBIL to the market 

participants for MTM their positions. We may need polls for the purpose. How to identify 
submitters? 

Members of the core team are as under:  

SBI, Union Bank, Axis Bank, HDFC Bank, ICICI Bank, Barclays bank, Bank of America, BNP Paribas, 

Citi Bank, Deutsche bank, DBS, HSBC,  JP Morgan,  Standard Chartered Bank, , HDFC MF, 
Reliance Industries & Nomura.  

CCIL,  BSE, MCX and NSE.. 
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